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INTRODUCTION 

6n'M~yF4 and 15, 1981, a Technical Assistance team from the Criminal 

Prosecution Technical Assistance Project visited the offices of Larry S. 

Roberts, Commonwea1th ' s Attorney for Fayette County, Kentucky. The Technical 

Assistance team examined the Commonweal this Attorney's management and 

operations functions in accordance with the terms of a contract with the 

Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. Members of the team included: 

David H. B1udworth, Consultant 
State Attorney f.or Palm Beach County 
West Palm Beach, Florida 

Andrew L. Sonner, Consultant 
Statels Attorney for Montgomery County 
Rockville, Maryland 

The purpose of the visit was to study the feasibility of implementing 

an economic crimes unit in the office, recommend ways to upgrade the case 

tracking system and analyze problems related to resource allocation in the ... 
office involving attorney organization. An overall assessment of the entire 

office was not attempted, nor was it desired. The purpose of a technical 

assistance visit is to evaluate and analyze specific problem areas and 

provide recommendations and suggestions for dealing with those areas. It is 

designed to address a wide range of problems stemming from paperwork and 

organizational procedures, financial management and budgeting systems, space 

and equipment requirements and special ized operational programs, projects and 

procedures unique to the delivery of prosecutoria1 services. 

It was determined by the members of the Technical Assistance team 

tha~ because of the size of the office and the type and level of criminal activity 

in this area, an economic crimes unit was not w~rranted at this time. However, the tear: 

did observe problems related t~ the bifurcated prosecution system in Kentucky, 

*Vitae are attached as Appendix A. 
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and with the permission of the Commonwea1th ' s Attorney, investigated and made 

recommendations in this area. 

During the visit, interviews are conducted with those members of the 

-office who are most directly involved in the problem area. Their functions 

and tasks are examined, as well their perceptions of the problem. The flow 

of paperwork and the statistical system may also be examined if they are 

problem areas. Interviews may also be conductp.d with personnel involved 

in other component areas of the criminal justice system, such as police, 

courts and the public defender's office. 

The basic approach used by the Technical Assistance team is to examine 

the office with reference to its functional responsibilities. This means 

that the process steps of intake, accusation, trials, post-conviction 

activities, special programs and projects, juveniles and other areas are 
. 

examined, as required, with respect to their operations, administrative and 
. .. 

planning features. Taking a functional analysis approach ~ermits observation 

of the interconnecting ~ctivfties and operations in a process step and 

identification of points of breakdown if they exist. 

Once the problem and its dimensions have been specified) and in-depth 

analysis is made which results in an identification of the major elements 

and components of the problem, and an exposition of needed change, where 

app 1 leab 1 e. 

After the P!ob1em has been fully examined, its dimensions discussed, 

and the analysis of the critical component factors undertaken, recommendations 

that are practical and feasible are made. 

, 
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The Technical Assistance team would like to thank Mr. Roberts and his 

staff for their cooperation and assistance during the visit. Reception 

of the team was excellent, and the staff's will~ngness to discuss the strengths 

and weaknesses of the office was of considerable assistance to the Technical 

Assistance team in carrying out its tasks. 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Commonwealth's Attorney needs to make every effort to assume the 
intake and screening function for felony cases which enter his office. 

The District Court should only make a determination of bail and counsel 
. in felony cases. 

The initial determination of probable cause in felony cases should be 
by means of a sworn affidavit. 

A sworn uniform complaint affidavit~ based either upon the 235 report 
or a similar report, should b~ d~veloped for use by all law enforcement 
agencies in the jurisdiction. 

Transcripts of all pre1iminary hearings should routinely be made 
available to the Commonwealth's Attorney. 

The Commonwealth's Attorney should publish a list of those felonies 
which will go directly to the Grand Jury under the new intake system. 

One assistant should be assigned the intake dutles, preferably the 
assistant with the most experience in the office. 

One additional assistant Commonwealth's Attorney shQuld be hired. 

A two card case tracking system should be developed to replace the use 
of the file jacket as a calendar mechanism. 

A tickler system should be implemented to indicate important future events. 

An inventory of all outstanding felony arrest warrants should be under
taken at least once a year. Appropriate action should be taken on each one. 

Sep~rate file drawers for active cases and inactive cases should be created. 

Statistical reports from other segments of the criminal justice system 
should be routinely sent to the Commonweal this Attorney. 

The Commonweal this Attorney should develop a systematic budget proce
dure in order to maximize input into the budgetary process. 

Two investigators should,be requested for the office. 

The paralegal IS role $hould be expanded to include victim/witness duties. 

The needs of the office shoUld be reviewed in tight of available volunteers. 

The Friday noon meetings should be reinstated. 
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III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The Commonwealth's Attorney for Fayette County, Kentucky has held 

this position for approximately 3~ years. He oversees a staff of nine full 

time employees, of whom five are attorneys, who serve at the pleasure of the 

Commonwealth's Attorney. At the present time, the office operates a student 

intern program, a Neighborhood Watch program, a Speakers Bureau, a Shop-

lifting Prevention program, an Armed Robbery Prevention program, A Child 

Abuse program and a Spouse Abuse program. 

There are three law enforcement agencies in the jurisdiction which 

enter cases into the criminal justice system. The la~gest of these is the 

Lexington Metropolitan Police Department, which accounts for approximately 90 

percent of the workload of the office. During the last year, there were 

694 felonies referred to the office for prosecution. Of these, the most 

common were burglary, theft and assault. There is not a unif9rm police report 
" .. 

in use by all law enforcement agencies in the jurisdiction. 

Criminal charges are brought by the police agencies by filing charges 

directly with the District Court. There is no screening performed prior to 

the prel iminary hearing. The prosecution function is bifurcated in Fayette 

County, as is the court function. The District Court determines bail 

and hears the prel iminary hearinqs, which are adversarial in nature. 

The Fayette County Attorney has exclusive jurisdiction in 

District Court. He does no screening of cases before ~hey are filed in 

court by the police agencies. The District Court tries all misdemeanor 

cases, the prosec~tion of which is handled exclusivel~ by the County Attorney. 

All County Attorney personnel serve on a part ~ime basis. 

. -
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The Commonwealth's Attorney receives cases in one of three ways. The 

most common procedure is for the District to forward the case file when a 

felony has been bound over to the Grand Jury affer a prel iminary hearing 

or waiver. Secondly, the Commonwealth's Attorney receives cases from police 

officers who seek direct indictments by the Grand Jury. In rare instances, 

cases are received by citizen complaint. 

Once a case is bound over to the Circuit Court after the preliminary 

hearing, it is presented to the Grand Jury by the Commonwealth's Attorney, 

who has exclusive jurisdiction in the Circuit Court. If an indictment is 

returned by the Grand Jury, the Commonwealth's Attorney tries the case in 

Ci.rcuit Court. 

At the present time, plea barqaining is possible in felony cases at two 

levels. Defendants can negotiate with the County Attorney before the case 

goes to preliminary hearing, or with the Commonwealth's Attorney after the 
" .. 

case has been bound over from the District Court. 

The judicial system is comprised of six Circuit Court judges who 

each sit for one month twice a year on felony cases. The month before their 

criminal rotation, they are assigned to the Grand Jury. The Grand Jury sits 

the first three Mondays of each month. Arraignments on indictments are held 

on the Friday following the Monday indictment. The cases are then set for 

trial during the next month. 

In the routine case, the preliminary hearing is held two weeks after 

the arrest and the Grand Jury presentment three weeks after arrest. Because 

there is a lack of accurate statistics being kept by the Commonwealth's 

Attorney, it is difficult to predict the impact on staff needs and financial 

f 
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planning of any recommended changes in the office. Information is available 

from the office of the Court Administrator, but these figures are difficult to use 

in making assessments of the Commonweal this Attorneyls office. 

.. . 

8 

IV. ANALYSIS 

The analysis of the Commonwealthls Attorneyls office for Fayette 

County, Kentucky focused on problems inherent in the current bifurcated 

system of prosecution in the county, as well as ways to improve the case 

tracking system and the control of files in the office. The use of statis-

tics was also examined and recommendations were made in the areas of budget 

and management. 

A. Need for Prosecutor to Control the' Charging Function 

Systems in which the criminal charges are filed with the court by 

the police always leave the prosecutor in a reactive position. This deficit 

or liability is compounded in a jurisdiction such as Fayette County in 

which the office charged with prosecuting felonies does not have any input 

into a case until after the police have filed charges and until the County 

Attorneyls office has disposed of the case at the District Court level. 
... 

According to a recent survey undertaken by the Bureau' of Social Science 

Research of over eighty urban prosecutors, 85 percent or all offices surveyed 

review felony charges before they are filed'with the court. I This practice 

is more efficient than the system in which the criminal process is initiated 

by the police filing charges with the court. 

2 Jacoby has developed a theory of prosecution as a process which centers 

around the prosecutorls ability to make the charging decision. It is part 

of the criminal justice systemls organizational checks and balances that 

rightfully belongs to the prosecuting attorney. In a later study, Jacoby, 

Mellon and Smith 3 validated the significance of the charging decision in 

establishing the prosecutor1s overall policy. They note that the intake 

phase of the prosecutorial process determines the charact~r of subsequent phases. 

, 
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The intake and screening phase is the first process in every office 

and is the point at which the most crucial decisions--if char~es are to be 

brought and the number and level at which each charge will be brought~--are 

made. The intake decisio~ is the key to all subsequent deci~ions. It 

anticipates whether the prosecution, and the defense in many cases, will be 

willing to negotiate the charges for a plea of guilty, whether the prose-

cution will seek a conviction on the counts, or whether the defendant will 

be eligible for alternative programs that may be available, such as deferred 

prosecution or diversion. 4 

Quality and equity in the discretionary system,bf justice form the yard

stick against which all decisions must eventua~ly be measured. Efficiencies 

and economies assume only secondary importance, since they measure how these 

ideals are reached. Equity is the prime issue because it is affected by 

the discretion exercised by the v~.r.ious parts of the criminal.)ustice system. 

To control the effects of discretion, the criminal justice system has responded 

by ~stablishing a system of checks and balances. Ideally, the discretionary 

decision of the law enforcement agencies to arrest and detain a suspect is 

checked by the authority of the prosecutor to review the arrest charges, 

change them if necessary, or even decline to prosecute. If the decision 

is made to go forward with the case to the point of trial, this action is 

subject to the decision of the court and/or juri, which acts as a balance 

and arbiter. 
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This finely honed system of checks and balances is unique to the 

United States. It relies on the active participation of all the component 

parts of the criminal justice system in an equal'but independent manner. 

When one part becomes subservient to another--especially by transferring its 

decisionmaking authority to another--the system of checks and balances is 

degraded. 

The police are faced with the responsibility for keeping the streets safe 

by placing alleged wrong~doers in the judicial system; the prosecutor is . 
faced with the task of representing the community in all actions, of keeping 

the court process moving, and of eliminating those cases that are inappro

priate or insufficient for the attention of the court. As the division of 

work has separated the two agencies, the goals of each have become more 

divergent, thereby creating some problems that assume more significance as 

the criminal justice system becomes more procedure-bound and complex. For 

this reason, prosecutorial review of the charging decisions made by police 

is crucial. The prosecutor must see to it that the evidence used by the 

police to make the arrest is sufficient legally to support the allegation 

that the state will make. 

Jacoby, Mellon and Smith describe the intake process as it should 

function: 5 

Optimally, an efficient and effective intake proces~ 
is one where all relevant information reaches the 
prosecutor as quickly as possible after an arrest 
or criminal event·so that the facts of th~ case can 
be properly reviewed and analyzed prior to a charging 
decision. 

The concept of the prosecutor having control of his own charging 

decisions has also been endorsep by several professional organizations, as 

well as the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and 
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After a person has been taken into custody, the 
decision to proceed with formal prosecution should 
rest with the prosecutor. 

The commission feels strongly that there should be a division of roles between 

the police and the prosecutor. While the decision to arrest a person is 

rightly a police decision, the decision to charge. and at what level, should 

be a function of the prosecutor. The Commission states that the police 

should have the authority to arrest an~ book a person suspected of a serious 

offense without prior approva} of the prosecutor, but the process should 9-1') no 

further than that without the formal involvement of the prosecutor's office. 

The National District Attorneys Association considers the decision to 

charge, and selecting the most appropriate and accurate charges, to be one 

of the prosecutor's greatest responsibilities. It also feels this to be the 

sole responsibility of the prosecutor. This is reflected.in the standards 

p!"(Jrnulgated by this organization c.Qncerning the charging and screening function. 

Standard 9. I concerns the authority to charge:7 

The process of determining and initiating criminal 
charges is the responsibil ity of the prosecutor. 
Within his discretion the prosecutor shall determine 
what charges should be filed, and how charges should 
be presented. 

8 Standard 9.2 goes on to state: 

The prosecutor has the responsibility to see that 
the charges selected adequately describe the offense 
or offenses committed and provide for an adequate 
sentence for the offense or offenses. 

In order to insure that the proper charge has been made, the prosecutor 

must have all available data concerning the event before him at the time 

he makes his charging decision. He should also consider such factors as the 

nature of the offense, the characteristics of the offende~, the interests 

of the victim, whether the statute has been enforced with regularity in the 
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past, the possible deterrent value of prosecution, the probability of conviction, 

recommendations of the law enforcement agency and the presence of any miti

gating circumstances. ·These are all things whicn must be weighed by the 

prosecutor before he makes a decision to charge a certain cri~e at a certain 

level. Only the prosecutor has all of the information necessary to make 

this decision, as some of the information used in coming to a decision 

involves policy considerations, of which the police are not aware and are 

not in a position to evaluate. 

In addition to these Standards, Standard 8.1 also addressed this area: 9 

The decision to initiate or pursue criminal charges 
should be within the discretion of the p~osecutor, 
excepting only the grand jury, and" whether the 
screening takes place before or after formal 
charging, it should be prusuant to the prosecutor's 
established guidelines. 

Screening is defined as the process by which a person is ~emoved from the 

criminal justice system prior to tr"ral or plea. The earlier iii the process 

screening takes place, the more savings accrue to the sy.stem as a whole. 

NeedTess steps in the process are eliminated, thereby conserving resources 

for cases that should be in the system at further points along in the process. 

The American Bar Association has also addressed the issue in Standards 

Relating to the Administration of Criminal Justice. Standard 3-3.4 deals 
10 with the decision to charge: 

(a) The decision to institute criminal proceedings 
should be initially and primarily the responsibil ity 
of the prosecutor. 

*************************** 

(c) The prosecutor should establish standards and 
procedures for evaluating complaints to 
determine whe~her criminal proce~dings should 
be initiated. 

, .. 
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In the commentary to this section, the ABA goes ~n to point out that: 11 

Whatever may have been feasible in the past modern 
conditions require that the authority to co~mence 
cri~inal proceedings be vested in a professional, 
trained, responsible public official. The need for 
law-trained judgment to guide the exercise of the 
power to charge a citizen with a criminal act and to 
p~t the citizen under the heavy burden of defending 
himself or herself is discussed in Standard 3-2.1. 

Standard 3-2.1 states: 12 

The prosecution function should be performed by a 
public prosecutor who is a lawyer subject to the standards 
of professional conduct and discipline. 

When the charging deci~ion is not made by the prosecutor, as it should 

be, the function is transferred to another agency, in "this c~se the police 

department. The effects o~' f~~S transfer are both predictible and widespread. 

The effects of transfer on the prosecutor are generally a loss of control, 

power and influence, and the adoption of a reactive Ilcatch-up" style of 

operation in the next process step. As a result, the accusatory process 

assumes the added role of charge review as well as accusation. Some cases 

that never should have entered the system are disposed of at the preliminary 

hearing or are remanded to the lower court after grand jury presentations. The 

accusatory process then can be either pro forma or it can be a major 

dispositional vehicle. The result of the loss of control in the early stage 

is to let into the system cases of questionable merit, reduce the discretionary 

authority of the prosecutor to set the charge and concomitantly increase 

modifications to the original charges, require additiol1al work" in other process 

steps and generally divert some of the prosecutorial effort to correction, 

modification and disposition rather than trial preparation. The key distinc

tion between having an intake function. and not is that, without screening, the 
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resources are focused on modifying and adjusting existing charges rather 

than determining the original charge. 

The effect of a lack of control over the intake stage was also noted 

. by the ABA when it observed: 13 

The absence of a trained prosecution official risks 
abuse or casual and unauthorized administrative 
practices and dispositions which are not consonant 
With our traditions of justice. 

The prosecutor1s expertise and l~gal knowledge of what is needed to 

" prove the guilt of a defendanF in court cannot be used at the intake stage 

if that stage has been transferred to another agency. This knowledge 

should be employed at the police investigation level to strengthen cases 

while it is still possible to do so. A trained attorney1s determination 

that additional witnesses should have been located, that investigative 

crime scene work to gather additional evidence should have been done, 

or that some other police initiati¥e was indicated will not be- timely when 

made by the assistant prosecutor preparing a case for h~aring or trial weeks 

or months after the criminal event. The oprortunity to consult with police 

immediately after the arrest, which permits more effective utilization of 

existing investigatory techniques and evidence gathering is lost if the 

prosecutor does not review charges before they are filed in court. 

Also, without police cooperation in sharing information, no case can 

be screened for features which can lead to case weakness. Elements such as 

the relationship b~tween the parties, the attitude of the complainant toward 

prosecution, or the poor quality of witnesses are thus unavailable to the 
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screening assistant. An experienced assistant can recognize that the charges 

are slated for eventual reduction or dismissal. However, no attempt to 

screen out these cases can poss i b I y be made wi thout prosecutori a I rev ie\',' of the 

charges. 

Another effect of t'he transfer of the charging function is the 

inability of the prosecutor to assess the facts of the case for 

accuracy. The conclusions stated by the police in court papers as 

established facts often turn out to be·unsupported, and this legal insuffi-

ciency, when it is identified, is the cause for case dismissal. There is 

no way that an assistant prnsecutor, without dialogue with the arresting 

officer, can isolate such a situation. By the,time this takes place under 

present procedures, the case has already been in the system for some time, 

and valuable time has been lost. 

It is impossible, based only on a reading of the police report, for an 

assistant prosecutor to recognize 'the existence of constitutional problems 

relating to searches, confessions, or identification procedures which may 

either lessen chances for successful prosecution or destroy them completely. 

It is manifest that where such an impediment to conviction exists it would 

be a waste to assign a high priority to a case so flawed, even though the 

crime may be quite serious. It takes a conversation with the arresting 

officer to highlight these, matters, and it should be done as early in the pro-

secution as possible. 

In addition to these problems, the transfer of the ch~rging function 

to the police denies the prosecutor the opportunity to identify those 

cases which require special attention or handling for sucessful prosecution. 

It is important that the bail recommendation made by the prosecutor at 
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arraignment be tailored, within c.onstitutional limits, to the individual 

defendant and his case. Without complete information from the police 

involved, there is always the danger that inappropriate bail could be 

recommended. 

The net effect of transfer of the intake function is to debilitate 

agency control over the subsequent process steps. As a result, the policy 

position of the prosecutor as first indicated in the intake process sets 

the course for the rest of his.activiti~s. When control over intake is 

missing, the agency is less cfpable of assuming a proactive stance. If 

early penetration of the system is prohibited, then both prosecution and 

d~fense are more dependent on the results of the acti~ities of the police 

and the courts. 

In the Commonwealth of Kentucky, the Commonwealth's Attorney has the 

duty to prosecute all felony cases. This duty necessitates being accountable 

for all phases of handling the cases. This accountability can-only be achieved 

by the Commonwealth's Attorney being responsible for the decision whether 

to prosecute at or near the time of arrest. 

It is the current practice in Fayette County for the law enforcement 

agencies to file all charges, misdemeanors and felonies, directly in the 

District Court. The County Attorney then receives the case and determines 

the next course of action, either a plea offer or a determination of probable 

cause at a preliminary hearing. In the case of felonies, if the case survives 

the preliminary hearing and is .bound over to Circuit Court, the Commonwealth's 

Attorney will then receive the case for the first time. By this time, the 

public defender has been able to secure extensive discovery, due to the 

adversarial nature of the preliminary hearing. 
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This system is clearly unmanagable if the' Commonwealth's Attorney is to 

have the capa~ity' to "~~~troJ not only the intake of cases in his own office, 

but the screening of cases which never should have reached his office in the 

first place. 

In felony c~ses, there is currently a duplication of the determination 

of probable cause. It is determined once at the preliminary hearing, 

then after the case is bound over from the District Court, probable cause 

is determined again by the Grand Jury. This duplication does not appear to be 

mandated by statute and is not required by 'Federal Constitutional decisions. 

The majority of arrests in this jurisdiction a~e probable cause arrests 

by the Lexington Police Department. Few warrants are sought prior to arrest 

from the County Attorney or the District Court. The Lexinaton Pol ice 

Department does use a uniform case report. the 235 report. 

It is the recommendation of the Technical Assistance team that such a 

uniform report be developed for use by all law enforcement agencies in the 

jurisdiction. This should be done in conjunction with the court and the 

chiefs of the law enforcement agencies in the jurisdiction. An exam~le 

of such a report is attached as Appendix B. 

It is the recommendation of the Technical Assistance team that in 

the case of felonies, the District Court only make a determination on the 

questions of release and provision of counsel. This recommendation is premised 

on a judicial determination of probable cause based upon a complaint at 

the time of arrest. Thi~ could easily be accomplished by requiring that 

the 235 report be sworn to by the arresting officers. 'In this way, the 

requirement of Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1~75) that a judicial 

determination be made as to the reasonableness of an arrest could be satisfied. 
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This sworn 235 report should be filed in the District Court, with a copy to 

the County Attorney alld to the Commonwealth's Attorney. This filing should 

be required within 24 hours of arrest. 

Upon filing of the sworn 235 report, the case should be presented to 

the Commonwealth's Attorney for a determination as to the next course of action. 

At this time, the Commonwealth's Attorney should either accept the case for 

presentation to the Grand Jury as a felony, recommend that the case be reduced 

to a misdemeanor and handled by the County Attorney in District Court, or 

refuse to accept the case and!file a motion to dismiss. This procedure would 

be very similar to what is now being done by police officers who seek direct 

indictments by the Grand Jury. The decision made by the Commonwealth's 

Attorney in these cases should be documented in writing with reasons. 

The Technical Assistance team recommends that the Commonwealth's 

Attorney initially publish a list of those cases which wifl go directly to the 

@ Grand Jury under this system. The'-following types of cases .we're suggested 

as those that should be referred directly to the Commonwealth's Attorney: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

All Class I narcotic dealers 
Persistent felony offenders under special 
Homicide cases 
Rape cases 
Kidnapping cases 
Extort i on 
Persistent felony offenders 
Corruption cases 

statutes 

This list is not total, nor is it meant to be inclusive. However, a list of 

this type should assist greatly in the transition to the new system. 

. v"ls"lted by the Technical Assistance team expressed The police agencies 

a willingness to cooperate with the Commonwealth's Attorney in working out 

a satisfactory procedure for more direct referra)s to the Grand Jury in felony 

cases. This spirit of cooperation should be utilized by the Commonwealth's 

Attorney in bringing about these changes. 
i ' 
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While these recommendations are being implemented, the Commonwealth's 

Attorney will need to offset the extensive discovery being accomplished by 

the public defender at the preliminary hearing. The current practice does . ". 

not ca1l f6~ ~he Commonwealth's Attorney to routinely receive a copy of the 

transcript of the preliminary hearing. This leaves the prosecutor's office 

at a decided disadvantage concerning case strategy and other valuable 

information which could be obtained from the record. It is the recommendation 

of the Technical Assistance team that Ln the interim before the Commonwealth's 

Attorney achieves complete control of the intake function for his office, he 

routinely receive the transcript of the preliminary hearing. The fact that 

the cost of producing a transcript for each preliminary hearing will probably 

be prohibitively high serves to highlight the necessity for a speedy assumption 

of the intake and screening function by the Commonwealth's Attorney. 

The Commonwealth's Attorney should assign one assistant to the 

intake and screening function. In'i-tially, this should probC!bl'y be the assistant 

with the most experience in the office. This person will be able to communicate 

with·the police officers and will have the l~gal experience necessary to 

evaluate cases and determine the proper course of action for each one. 

It is recommended that the Commonwealth's Attorney hire one additional 

assistant for the office to compensate for one assistant being assigned to 

intake. One of the current secretaries should be assigned to the intake 

assistant. Her duties will include logging in cases and making appointments for 

police officers to see the intake assistant. They will also include filing 

the supporting memoranda for decisions made and keeping statistics for the 

intake function. This secretary will also prepare the indictment as directed 

by the intake attorney. 
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The intake assistant should be in ch,arge of Grand Jury presentations and 

direct any other attorn~ys assigned to assist him in those presentations. 

If, for any reason, the Commonwealth's Att~rney feels that a preliminary 

hearing would be advisable, in a case, it should be assigned t~ one assistant 

to be handled. It would be the duty of that assistant to coordinate a plea 

or presentation to the District COIJrt with the County Attorney. 

B. Case Tracking snd File Control 

At the present ti~e, the case jacket is being used as a calendar 

system for the cases. While the case jacket itself i~ well designed, its use as 

a calendar is not efficient in that the file ~s often in the possession of 

the attorney who has been assigned the case. It is recommended that a two card 

system be set up for case tracking. 

Only two file cards are necessary to track cases using this system. 
... 

These cards may be of' any desj~in; but a suggested format is attached as 

Appendix C'o This form is designed in t,hree parts with a snap-out carbon paper 

in between each part. By using the snap-out carbon paper, it is not necessary 

to type duplicative information. For maximum effectiven~ss, all of the 

information should be entered when a case is presented at the intake stage. 

The intake assistant may also record remarks as to why a case is being 

dismissed or downgraded. 

The two cards should then be filed in their respective locations. The 

first copy should be filed alphabetically to become the active defendant 

index file. When cases are closed, the card may be removed to a closed 

portion of the file. This will become a quick reference as to whether a 

defendant has been through the triminal justice system before. 
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The second card should be filed according, to the next event and then by 

date within that type of event. This file becomes the master calendar record. 

One section should contain cases pending Grand Jury presentation, another 

those pending trial and a third section for cases pending sentencing. Other 

sections may be added as needed. Under the recommended system, the clerical 

employee would pull the appropriate cards from the alphabetical file and the 

calendar file and would post information to these cards. 

Each card has three sections. i~formation about the defendant and the 

overall case is typed in the first section. The secbnd part contains information 

regarding complaints, court numbers, charges and disposition of charges. 

The back of the card contains both the event history and the sentencing infor-

mation. The office of the Commonwealth's Attorney may choose to change this 

format, however, this general type of data has been found to be useful in 

many places. 

These index references shoul~ be accessible to everyone'in the office. 

I~ addition, a tickler system should be used to indicate important future case 

events so that the assigned assistant can be kept informed. 

At the time of the technical assistance visit, the office was purging and 

closing files for storage in the Department of Archives. This should be a 

standard practice on a regular basis. Notations are currently being made when 

a case is sent to the Archives. This should continue, as well as the current 

practice of notating the file location on the index card for r~trieval reference. 

In addition, the Commonwealth's Attorney should require an inventory 

of all outstanding arrest warrants for felony cases on at least an annual basis. 

Those that have legal impediments to further prosecution should be dismissed. 

The law enforcement agency resp~nsible should be able to account for those that 

remain outstanding in regard to efforts to secure arrests. 
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,Finally, the office should create a file qrawer for active cases and 
another one for inactive cases. U d· , 

pon Isposltion, a case file should be moved 

to the inactive drawer for the remainder of the year, pending removal to the 

Archives. 

C. Statistical Information 

At the present time, statistical records which could be of use to the 

Commonwealth's Attorney are generated by several components of the criminal 

justice system. He has need pf data concerning the number and category of 

felony arrests in the J·urisdict·lon, the I d ca en ar and records of the District 

Court felony case dispOSitions, and the reasons f or those dispositions and 

the number and datelof all pending felony cases. In the jurisdiction. In order 

to make use of this information which is being generated, the Commonwealth's 

Attorney should request the monthly statistical information from the County 

Attorney, the Clerk of th O· t· C e IS rlct" ourt, the Court Admini~trator and the 

police departments. 

This information will give the Commonwealth's Attorney an indication 

of where backlogs exist, and also will serve as a .. gUide to disparity in 

dispositions and the reasons for them. This information can also be used by 

the Commonwealth's Attorney to justify budget requests, especially if the 

intake system recommended in part A is adopted. 

These reports should be reviewed carefully each month by the Common

wealth's Attorney for discrepancies, which should be noted and reconciled. 
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D. Budgeting and Management 

At the present time, the Commonwealth's Attorney's office receives 

state funding with a county supplement. The state budgetary process uses 

the Prosecutors Advisory Council to make recommendations and adopts a two 

year funding plan. The county budget is prepared from requests by the 

various agencies and is submitted to the mayor and city council for approval. 

For the 1980-81 year, the budge~ for the Commonwealth's Attorney was 

$233,000 from the state and $?6,000 from the county. The county funds were 

used primarily to supplement assistant's salaries and for expenses such as 

the neighborhood watch program. 

It is the recommendation of the Technical Assistance team that the 

Commonwealth's Attorney develop a systematic budget procedure in order to 

maximize input into the state and county budgetary proces~es. He should 

prepare a functional budget detailIng the need for a trial at~orney for 

every judge. There is currently a need for one assista~t to De assigned to 

the jntake duties and one to handle persista.nt offenders under the career 

criminal concept. 

Rather than employ its own investigators, the office of the Commonwealth's 

Attorney currently uses the Detective Division of the Lexington Police Depart

ment for investigation. It is recommended that the Commonwealth's Attorney 

request that two investigators be included in the next budget for the office. 

The office has a need for its own investigators, rather than relying exclusively on 

police detectives. It is suggested that the main function of these investi

gators be to carry out follow-up investigations to prepare cases for trial or 

other disposition. The Commonwealth's Attorney.may also wish to use his investi-
, , 

gators to supplement police department efforts in specialized areas, such as 
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political corruption, organized crime or consumer fraud. 

The office uses one paralegal to act as the police liaison and 

coordinate wItnesses. It is suggested that this person could take on the role 

of more of a victim/witness coordinator, a duty which is in line with the 

present duties being performed. 

The Technical Assistance team would like to commend the Commonwealth's 

Attorney on his extensive use of volunt'eers. This should be continued and 

encouraged. It is suggested that office needs periodically be inventoried 

and compared with the available volunteer personnel i~ order to ensure that 

those needs are being met and that the skills of the volunteers are being 

used in the most effective and efficient manner. 

Lastly, it is suggested that the Friday noon meetings be reinstated • 
. 

These meetings were found to be important and valuable by the staff, especially 
... 

\'Jhen attended by the Commonwealth's Attorney.' Recognition of their importance 

by the Commonwealth's Attorney would enhance the office ~orale. 
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v. CONCLUSIONS 

This analysis and these recommendations are presented with the realization 

that the Commonwealth's Attorney already has an effective working organization. 

Those areas that are highlighted in this report are those which the Common

wealth's Attorney next wishes to address in his endeavor to make the office 

more responsive to the needs of his jurisdiction. 

not a ow t e Commonwealth's The current practice in Fayette County does 11 h 

Attorney to review felony charges before they are filed in the District Court. 

His office learns of the case! when the papers are sent from the District Court 

after a bindover to the Circuit Court. This system i~ clearly not to the 

Commonwealth's Attorney's benefit since he needs to control not only the 

intake of cases in his own office, but the screening of cases which never 

should have reached his office in the first place. 

It is the recommendation of the Technical Assistance team that in 
-.. 

felony cases, the District Court only make a determination on the questions 

of release and provision of counsel. I d ff n or er to e ectuate this change, 

it will be necessary for the police to obtain a judicial determination as to 

the reasonableness of an arrest, as mandated by Gerste·ln P h 4 ~.:....=..::..:=..:.~v..:.....:-. • ..:....::u~g.:...:., 20 U.S. 103 

(1975). This can be accomplished by requiring that the police depart-

ment's 235 report be sworn to by the arresting officers. This sworn 235 

report shcu1d be filed in the Dist~ict Court within 24 hours of arrest, with 

a copy to the County Attorney and the Commonwealth's Attorney. 

A uniform report of this type, either the 235 report in use by the 

Lex i ngton Pol ice Depa rtment, or a s i mil a r form such as -the one a ttached as 

Appendix B, should be developed for use by all police agencies within the 

jurisdiction. 
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After the case has been presented and the sworn 235 report filed, 

the Commonwealth's Attorney should make a determination as to 

whether to accept the cas~ for prosecution as a felony and present it to the 

Grand Jury, recommend that the case be reduced to a misdemeanor and handled 

by the County Attorney in District Court, or refuse to accept the case and 

file a motion to dismiss. 

For a smooth transition to this system, it is recommended that th~ 

Commonwealth's Attorney initially publish a list of those cases which will 

go directly to the Grand Jury under the new system. This list should include 

the most serious cases, as well as felonies by repeat offenders, as defined 

by repeat offender statutes. 

Until these changes can be fully implemented, it is suggested that 

the Commonwealth's Attorney should_.~outinely receive transcrip,ts of all 

preliminary hearings which result in a bindover to Circuit Court so as not 

to b~ placed at a disadvantage in further court proceedings. 

Upon implementation of the new intake system in the office, it will be 

necessary for the Commonwealth's Attorney to acquire one additional assistant. 

This will enabie him to assign one assistant full time to the intake function, 

preferably the assistant with the most experience in the office. 

In the area of case tracking and file control, ther~ are two suggestions 

wh i ch the Techn i ca I' Ass i stance team wou I d 1 ike to make.· Firs t, in place of 

the case jacket as a calendar system, a two card system should be set up and 

used for tracking cases. Under this system, one card would be filed alpha

betically by defendant name and the other card would be filed by date of the 

next event in the case. This system is fully explained i~ part B of this report. , 
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In addition, a tickler system should be used to indicate important future case 

events so that the assigned assistant can be kept informed. 

The current practice of purging and closi~g files for storage in the 

state Archives should be continued on a regular basis. The Commonwealth's 

Attorney should also requi~e an inventory of all outstanding arrest warrants 

:or felony cases at least once a year. Appropriate action should be taken 

at that time on each one. 

Finally, the office should create a file drawer for active cases and 

another one for inactive case.s. Upon disposition, a case file should be 

moved to the inactive file drawer for the remainder of the year, pending 

removal to the Archives. 

The Commonwealth's Attorney should make arrangements to receive all 

statistical reports generated by the Court Administrator, the Clerk of the 

District Court, the County Attorney and the police depart~ents in the jurisdiction. 

These reports should be used by the·Commonwealth's Attorney for such purposes 

as justification for budget requests, identification of -areas of backlog, and 

discrepencies in dispositions. 

It is the recommendation of the Technical Assistance team that the 

Commonwealth's Attorney develop a systematic budget procedure in order to 

maximize input into the state and county budgetary process. He should 

prepare a functional budget detailing the need for an additional attorney 

when the intake system is implemented. He should also request two investi

gators to be employed directly by the office, in order to avoid any possible 

conflicts which might arise under the present system of detailing, two investi-

gators from the Lexington Police Depqrtment. 
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The paralegal's role in the office could be expanded to include 

victim/witness duties, as well as police liaison and witness' pr~C:urement.-:" 

It is also recommended that the needs of the office be periodicaJ)y assessed 

in light of the available volunteer manpower~ to determine whether the volunteers 

are being used as effectively as they could be. 

Lastly, it is suggested that the Fridat noon,meetings be reinstated as 

a management tool in the office. 

If these recommendations and suggestions are implemented by the . 
Commonwealth's Attorney, the result will be a more effective office, with a 

resultant savings in taxpayer,dollars, not only in the prose'cutors office, 

but in the court system as well. 
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WORK EXPERIE~CE: Assis~ant State Attorney General for Florida. 
Assistant County Solicitor for Palm Beach County. 
Appointed State Attorney for Honroe County, Florida, by the Governor of Florida. 
Has been appointed a Special Prosecutor i~ several Florida circuits. 
Assistant State Attorney, Palm Beach County, Florida. 
Hunicipal Judge, Jupiter, Florida. 
Elected State Attorney, :Fifteenth Judicial Circuit of Florida in 1972. 

TEACHING EXPERIEi-lCE: Business Law' and Constitutional Law, University of Maryland, 
Overseas Division. 

Criminal Law and Evidence, Palm Beach Jr. College and Florida Atlantic University. 
Palm Beach Atlantic Coll~ge, Business Law, Constitutional Law & Political Science. 

ORGANIZATIONS: ~[ember of American Bar Association, Florida Bar Association, Pal~ Beach 
County 13.:.r .. A.ssoci.::.ticn, Young La~'TYers Se~ ti nn of thp Ameri (".an:: Florjda arld 
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Florida P~~secuting Attorneys Association, Rotary Club, VFW, American Legion, 
Jaycees, Lake ~vorth Valley Sco'ttish Rite, York Rite Commandery, Amara Shrine 
Temple. 
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Amicus Curiae Brief for Florida Prosecuting Attorneys Association on the new 
death penalty in Florida. 

Author, Bill of Rights for Mobile Home Owners. 
ND~~ - Delinquency Programs for the Prosecutor's Office. 

MILITARY: Sixteen years commission service, two years active duty, one year overseas 
in Korea. 
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RES U M E 

Andre~ L. Sonner 
205 ~Test Montgor.1ery Avenue 
Rockville, Haryland 20850 
(H) 762-5112 (0) 279-8211 

Date of Birth: 
Married: 

EDUCATION BACKGROUND 

July 11, 1934 
Sandra Shoemaker - 1958 
Six children aged 9-17 

Montgomery County, Haryland Public Schools 
American University - B.A. Government & Politics 1957 
American University Law School - J.D.'1963 

. EMPLOyr-IENT 

Teacher, United States History,.Walter Johnson High School, 
Bethesda, Maryland, 1958-1964 

LEGAL EXPERIENCE 

Private oractice of law - 1964-1966 
Deputy State's At~orney -,1967-1970 
State's Attorney - 1971-present 

l-1ANAG'ENENT EXPERIENCE 

As State's Attorney, I am an elected official in charge of a 
68 person office composed of 28 la\vyers, 11 paralegdls, 3 
special investigators, and 26 support personne~. The office has 
an annual budget of $1,700,000, and is responsible for the trial 
of all criminal cases within,Montgomery County, ~a~yland, a 
suburb of Washington, D. C., with a population of 600,000. ~'1e 
are divided into a Circuit Court Division, a District Court Unit, 
a Juvenile Court Unit, a Najor Fraud· Investigative Unit, and a 
Family Support Unit. 

Grants Administered 

As the State's Attorney, I have applied for and received on behalf 
of the office a number of grants from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance.Administration and the Department of Health, Education 
and vlelfare. 

1. Paralegal Support. This three-year grant established a 
screening unit for misdemeanors 'in the District Court. . 
Trained paralegals interview complainants and ~ismiss, divert, 
or apP,rove cases arising as a result of citizen complaints. 

2. Major Fraud Investigative Unit. This two-year grant created 
an investigative unit directly responsible to the State's 
Attorney to investigate economic crime and governmental 
corruption. 

3. Pre-Trial Screening unit. This three-year grant created a 
unit composed of two experienced lawyers who evaluate 
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serious criminal cases and engage in plea negotiations. It 
received a County Achievement Awar~ from the National 
Association of Counties. 

,4. Victin/Ni tness Unit. This grant \-,hich was a,.,arded two years 
, ago and has one year remaining, c~eated a six-person unit 
to assist victi~s and witnesses. of crime in dealing' with the 
criminal justice system. 

5. Major Offender Bureau. This grant which is presently in its 
second year created a special unit composed of four lawyers 
and four sU9port personnel to \olOrk closely with the 
Montgomery County police to prepare and prosecute career 
criminals who are charged with certain violent street crimes. 

6. Family Support Unit. This unit resulted from a grant from 
the Depart.ment of Health, Education and Nelfare to assist 
the office in pursuing absent parents and spouses to obtain 
support for dependents. It is presently in its third year 
and created a unit composed of t\olO la,vyers, four paralegals, 
and four support personnel. 

7. Prosecutors' ~1anagement Information System. This grant 
recently was awarded to the f'lontgomery County Government's 
automated data processing division as a result of my efforts. 
It will enable the office to monitor statistically its 
caseload and \.,ill generate information ,.,hich will assist in 
the better management of the office. 

l-1ANAGm1ENT TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE 

Graduate of the Federal Executive Institute, 1976. Completed 
• this three week intensiv~·course at the Insti~~te's Headquarters 

in Charlottesville, Virginia. The course teaches management 
,and executive skills to upper level federal civil servants and 
a few selected local government officials. 

Consultant for National Center for Prosecution Management. 
Gave technical assis~ance to offices in Virginia, Tennessee, 
Ohio, Kentucky, NeH York, Hichigan, California, Oregon, 
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania. Missouri, and Louisiana. 

TEACHING AND LECTURING 

Instructor, American Academy of Judicial Education, 1970-1976. 
Lectured to and conducted seminars with judges on search and 
seizure, confessions and admissions, sentencing, post
conviction remedies and recent decisions. 

Professorial Lecturer,' American University Law School, 1971-
present. Lecture on a semi-regular non-paid basis to law 
students on trial tactics, prosecution, and criminal law. 

Part-time Lecturer, University of Maryland, 1975-present 
Instruct paralegals on Introduction to Law, Criminal Law, 
and Trial Practice. 
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
. , 

National 'Di;tr~ct Attorneys Associa ti'on, 1967-present. Member of 
~he B~ard o~ D1rectors ~977-present. State Representative 
197~-197? Member ~f ~1nance COll~ittee 1979. Chairman of 
Arb1trat10n and Med1at10n Committee 1977-1978. 

Maryland S~ate's Attorneys Association. Associate Member 1967-1970 
Boar~ of D1rectors 1971-p:e7ent. President 1973~1976. As • 

, Pre~1den~ managed all tra1n1ng programs, conventions, and the 
leg1slat1ve effort with the ,Maryland General Assembly. 

. Maryl~nd St~t~ Bar Association, 1964-present. Member Section 
Counc~l, Cr1m1nal Law Section 1973-present. Chairman Section 
Cou~c1l 1978-1979 .. As Chairman am responsible for programs at 
~em1-la~nual ~o~vent10ns and State Bar's response to-legislation 
~nvo v1ng cr1m1nal law and procedure. 

American Bar Association, 1964--present. 

Editorial Board for Law Notes, Vice-Chairman Criminal Law 1978-
present. 

Montgomery County Bar Association, 1964-p~esent 

'Am~rican Judicature Society, 1969-present 

REFERENCES 

Prosecution 

Honorable Stephen H. Sachs 
Maryland State Attorney Ge'n~ral 
State La,., Department 
One South Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
301-383-3720 

Honorable Lawrence V. Kelly, President 
Maryland State's Attorneys Association 
State's Attorney for Allegany County 

'Ccunty Office Building 
Prospect Square. 
Cumberland, Maryland 21502 
301-777-5962 ' 

Members Board of Directors National Distri.ct Attorneys Association 

Judicial 

H~n?rable Charles E. Moylan, Jr. 
C1v1l Courts Building, Room 626 
III North Calvert Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
301-727-2470 
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THIS AFFIDAVIT MUST CONTAIN ALL FACTS "NOT CONCLUSIONS" TO SUBSTANTIATE TilE OFFENSE 
FOR t..'lIICIl 'rilE PERSON WAS ARRESTED: 

THE OFFENSE OF _.....-_______________ OCCURED AT, _______ _ 

_______________ , ON _______ IN PALM BEACH COUNTY FLORIDA. 

The undersigned swears that was arrested 
based ~pon the following probable cause: Circle one number and complete. 

1. Arrested person c9nfcssed to 
committed the acts listed in -t-=-he-n-a-r-r-a-t":"i-ve-. -------

admitting that ~e 

2. Arrested person was observed by ___ --:-_"":" .. _____ ~' • Who then told 
, that he saw arrestedlperson commit the 

-a-c~t-s~l~i~s~t-e~d--:-in~t~h-e-n-a-rr-a~t~i~v-e-.------

3. Arrested person committed 'the acts listed in the narrativl! in my presence • 

4. Other way affiant knows arrest·ed 'person committed acts listed in narrative. (Tell 
in narra~ive how you know, ie via past reliable confidentia~ informant, etc.) 

NARRATIVE OF FACTS WHICH CONSTITUTE PROBABLE CAUSE FOR THE ARREST: 

I. 

' .. 
. .. 

SWORN TO AND .SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME • 

NOTARY PUBLIC OR OI:FICER OF COURT 'ARRESTING OFFICER-INVESTIGATING OFFICER 

DATE DATE 

, 
• 
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CASE # 

• . 

I TYPE 

ARST./SUM. DATE . . 

IND./INF. DATE 

ARR.OATE 

. TRIAL DATE 

v 
---~, --~ ,--.~ . ~-~""-" ~ 

.. 
DEFENDANT 

CO·DEFEN qANTS 

APO: 

AGENCY, 

. . 

CALENDAR CARD 

DDB INTAKE DAG. NEXT Ci. EVEN-
[TYPE DATE 

ASG.DAG. 

. . 
TRL. DAG • CRIME .. -

DEF. STATUS 

DEF.ATT. CRIMECL !>RIORS 

JUDGE W.N.U. PR.DAG 

-
PENDING CASES Age of Case #of Con't. DISPOSITION 

·CHARGES· 

CHARGE CODE 1.015 VICTIM 'COMPLAINT # OFFENSE DATE 
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DEFENDANT: . 
I"ICTIM~ 

\DDRESS: 

, 
I~PO/AGENCY: 

ARST. DATE: 

I'EF. STATUS: 

BONDSMAN: 

IOORESS: 

CO-DEFENDANTS: 

COMPLAINT # OFFENSE DATE 

A • 

B. 

C. 

O. 

E. 

~--------______________ D.O.B.: _____ _ 

- ______ GFU DATE: ARR. DATE: " 
TRIAL DATE: 

OTHE:R PENDING CASES 

---___________ ~AM~OFBAIL: __________ __ 
INT. DAG!: 

ASG.DAG.: __________________ __ 

TRL.DAG.: __________________________ ___ 

DEF.ATT.: 

JUDGE: 

I - ... 
····CHARGES· 

I 

# L ARREST # PROTH. # CHARGE CODE DATE FILED DISP. DATE DISPOSITION NOLL E REASON 
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l·OATE " TIME TYPE RSLl 
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CONFINEMENT 

PERIOD TYPE SUS. PER. L' PCP 
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EVENT HISTORY . 
SOURCE/REASON OATE TIME TYPE RSLT 

: .. 

.... .. 
SENTENCE 

FINE PROBATION . 
AMOUNT AMT. SUS. PERIOD TYPE SUS. PER. 

" 

SOURCE/REASON 

SPECIAL TERMS 
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